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"Sarah Bird is a true eccentric, but one with a straightforward gift for explaining the human
heart. . . . A Lone Star girl-legend." —Boston GlobeWhat is it that distinguishes Texas women—
the famous Yellow Rose and her descendants? Is it that combination of graciousness and grit
that we revere in First Ladies Laura Bush and Lady Bird Johnson? The rapier-sharp wit that Ann
Richards and Molly Ivins used to skewer the good ole boy establishment? The moral
righteousness with which Barbara Jordan defended the US constitution? An unnatural fondness
for Dr Pepper and queso?In her inimitable style, Sarah Bird pays tribute to the Texas Woman in
all her glory and all her contradictions. She humorously recalls her own early bewildered
attempts to understand Lone Star gals, from the big-haired, perfectly made-up ladies at the
Hyde Park Beauty Salon to her intellectual, quinoa-eating roommates at Seneca House Co-op
for Graduate Women. After decades of observing Texas women, Bird knows the species as few
others do. A Love Letter to Texas Women is a must-have guide for newcomers to the state and
the ideal gift to tell any Yellow Rose how special she is.

Now here’s an old Second Wave feminist’s unbiased, fair and balanced review of Sarah Bird’s
new book A Love Letter to Texas Women. It’s a hoot! A laugh-out-loud 80-page personal history
with heart, grit and a galaxy of stars. -- Jane Sumner ― The Austin American-Statesman
Published On: 2016-05-07This teeny book by Austin writer Sarah Bird is a must for any proud
Texas woman (and any Texas man proud to love a Texas woman.) In her trademark bitingly funny
style, Bird talks about her journey from granola hippydom in New Mexico to the Aqua-Netted
friendliness of Texas, and how she learned to love it. Great stories and quotes from greats such
as the late Ann Richards and Lady Bird Johnson to everyday ladies getting their hair set in small
towns. ― San Antonio Express News Published On: 2018-05-04Bird brings her characteristic
brand of unflappable humor to reflect on strong women—from the confident, colorfully named
ladies of the Hyde Park Beauty Salon (“Eddie Faye, Peninah, Waynette, Permelia Lynn, Dicy”) to
the grace and grit of first ladies and Distinguished Alumnae Lady Bird Johnson and Laura Bush.
― The Alcalde Published On: 2016-05-01 --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Review"Sarah Bird is a true eccentric, but one with a straightforward gift for explaining
the human heart. . . . A Lone Star girl-legend." (Boston Globe) --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorSarah 

Bird is the author of ten novels, including Above the East China Sea and The Yokota Officers
Club. She has been a columnist for Texas Monthly, and her writing has appeared in O, The
Oprah Magazine, the New York Times Magazine, Salon, the Daily Beast, and Glamour. A former
Dobie-Paisano Fellow, she is a member of the Texas Literary Hall of Fame and has won awards



from the Texas Institute of Letters. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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2016 by Sarah BirdAll rights reservedFirst edition, 2016Requests for permission to reproduce
material from this work should be sent to:PermissionsUniversity of Texas PressP.O. Box
7819Austin, TX 78713-7819Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataNames: Bird,
Sarah, author.Title: A love letter to Texas women / Sarah Bird.Description: First edition. Austin :
University of Texas Press, 2016.Identifiers: LCCN 2015038359Subjects: LCSH: Women—Texas
—Humor. Texas—History—20th century. Texas—Social life and customs—Humor.Classification:
LCC PS3552.I74 L68 2016doi:10.7560/309490“THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS”You may talk
about your Dearest May, And sing of Rosa Lee, But the Yellow Rose of Texas Beats the belles of
Tennessee.TRADITIONAL AMERICAN FOLK SONGMe and the Texas Woman, it was not love
at first sight. In fact, my match with her was a bit of an arranged marriage. One with a rocky start,
potholed by cultural misunderstandings and distrust. It took decades of observation to fully
appreciate the Yellow Rose in all her glories. All her contradictions. All her glorious
contradictions.Was she Southern? All belles and balls? Or was she Western? Ready to rope
and ride and shoot the head off a rattler? You already know the answer. You know, that like
sulfur, charcoal, and bat guano, the ingredients don’t really pop until they’re mixed up together
into gunpowder. The Texas Woman is a hybrid with all the vigor that comes from the perfect
pairing of the best of two species. She is Southern but with the Western grit handed down by her
foremothers, who could give birth during a Comanche attack, help out when it came time to turn
the bulls into steers, and still end up producing more Miss USAs than any other state in the
union.Whichever end of the geographical spectrum you want to come at her from, there is
something undeniably special about the Texas Woman. Perhaps you doubt this statement and
question her alleged “specialness.” Perhaps, at this very moment, you are considering the Texas
Women of your acquaintance—your mother, your sisters, your sorority sisters, your suitemates
at SMU, the moms you carpool with, your partners at the firm, the gals in your book-slash-white-
wine-swilling club. You might even be reflecting upon the worthiness of your own dainty self.
Possibly you have concluded that your birth and subsequent flowering in the Lone Star State
have not distinguished you in any way beyond an unnatural fondness for Dr Pepper and
queso.Well, guess what? It doesn’t matter whether or not you believe you are special, because
the rest of the world does. Travel around the globe and mention to, oh, say, a Frenchman that
you are from any other state in the country, Iowa, for example, and you won’t get a rhapsodic ode
to corn or really much beyond a Gallic shrug. But reveal that you hail from Tex-ASS, et mon dieu.
Responses will range from oooh-la-la—possibly accompanied by a volley of finger pistol shots
fired into the air with sound effects translated—Pan! Pan! Pan!—to questions about the size of
your vast ranch, the horses you surely ride, and, inevitably, George W. Bush, the Iraq War, and
your personal responsibility for both of them.The Beach Boys might have wished they all could
be California girls, but, really, can’t that dream be attained with some highlights and a few hours



in a tanning booth? As a Texas Woman, on the other hand, you come with your very own set of
hand-tooled baggage. You arrive with an indelible brand, an identity, a belief that there is
something special about you and all the ladies of the Lone Star State that defines a girl in a way
that birth in any other state doesn’t begin to approach. This uniqueness isn’t always of the
special “good” variety. But it’s definitely of the special “different” category. And there are some
fine reasons for this belief. Deep historical and cultural reasons. Reasons that I didn’t have the
first clue about when fate and good love gone bad deposited me here in the great state of.I was
the most reluctant of Texas transplants. It was 1973, and I was a newly minted graduate of the
University of New Mexico as well as a board-certified hippie when my college sweetheart
announced that he was moving to Texas to take some courses. I was horrified. Texas? At that
historical moment, Texas represented every thing my patchouli-scented pals and I detested. I
never would have moved here except for my utter certainty that life would not have been worth
living without the aforementioned Smooch Nugget.When I revealed to my friends that I was
moving to Texas, they too went into shock. Upon recovery, they threw a farewell party and
presented me with what they considered to be the essentials for my new life as a Texas Woman:
three cans of Aqua Net hairspray; a pair of red plastic Kmart cowgirl boots; a toy sixshooter; and
a Gideon’s Bible, recently purloined on my behalf. What would my friends have given me if I’d
been moving to Wisconsin? A tub of cheese curds?Branding? The Texas Woman put a lock on
that concept decades before anyone else had even heard of it.Upon arriving in Austin, the first
place my boyfriend took me to visit was, as is required by law, the UT Tower, where Charles
Whitman shot fourteen innocents. Next he whisked me away to the Stallion Restaurant and
insisted that I order one of their famous ninety-nine-cent chicken-fried steaks. Alongside a glass
of iced tea, strangely presweetened and delivered in a tankard the size of a wastebasket, I was
served the largest piece of meat I had ever seen not roaming a feed lot. I was certain that,
between the dangers of mass murderers and consuming fried meat patties the size of hubcaps,
my darling would recognize Texas for the existential threat it was and we would decamp for the
Land of Enchantment before you could say “cardiac arrest.”Alas, an entirely different form of
heartache awaited me. A stranger in a strange land, I was further marked as an outsider by my
lack of a car in a world built upon petrochemicals. As I pedaled the unfamiliar streets in search of
a job, I was everywhere assailed by the screech of grackles and by Texans’ mauling of the
English language. What was this “all” they pumped from the ground? And who might “Bob” with
the last name of “War” be? And where was “Biler” University located? Spanish fared even worse.
Was “Gwadaloop” a guacamole-flavored breakfast cereal as opposed to Our Lady of?Frankly, I
could have rolled with a few linguistic eccentricities except for one small problem back at the
love nest: Lord Yum Yum was hardly ever home. Of course, I suspected some Texas floozy of
having lured my beloved into her clutches. I visualized a heavily highlighted Farrah Fawcettesque
temptress flashing a smile (clearly bleached) and batting her eyelashes (obviously fake) at
Cuddle Cakes. I imagined her drenching my darling in honeyed diphthongs whispered through
lips glossed like she’d survived an oil spill. Coming from counterculture Albuquerque, where any



woman caught wearing more makeup than a swipe of ChapStick was considered a traitor to the
feminist cause, I knew that my innocent New Mexico boy had no native resistance to the
cosmetic arts that had reached such a high state of perfection in Texas. He would be a sucker for
the Texas Woman’s perfectly plucked brow, her well-applied base coat, and her masterfully
contoured and blushed cheekbones.
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Linda O, “A surprise. Not sure I would have paid this much money had I known the book was 4” x
6” and only 72 pages. II was a little taken back at paying a quarter a page to read a book. It was
a pleasant read. The humor started by page 6 and it was definitely funny to hear her
descriptions of Texas Women and the way we do things here in the Great Lone Star State. She
hit the nail on the head! It is good to be able to laugh at yourself when seen through the eyes of
another person.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Gratitude to whatever gods or goddesses brought Sarah Bird to Texas. A
Love Letter to Texas Women is a beautiful demitasse of amazing writing with the most heavenly
cream stirred in -- a combination resulting in a perfect cup of Sarah's inimitable wit and sheer
genius with wordcraft. Sarah, I'm a native Texas woman and although hardly in your league, I
would gladly sponsor your full membership into the club if someone far more worthy than I hasn't
beaten me to the punch.”

Allie, “This is a short book!. Was surprised that it was not full length, but was fun to read. Book
was in excellent shape, even if it took too long to arrive. Recommend this seller!
Correspondence was promptly answered.”

KKann, “A Genuine Texas Treasure!. Okay, maybe I'm biased since I love everything Sarah Bird
writes, but this was just plain wonderful. Her observations of Texas women, then and now, is
spot on! What an enjoyable read! I'm giving it to my future daughter-in-law, (recently
transplanted) so she'll know what wonderful women came before, and are here now to
"neighbor" with.”

ann haas, “Fun facts about Texas women. The book wasn’t what I expected but I’m enjoying it.”

Diana L. Root, “Sweet little book.. Sweet but expected a novel not a “thought for tge day” size
book.”

lagolady, “Songs are written about Texas women, but not these stories!. Short, sweet and
entertaining, especially if you are a Texas woman or just need help understanding them. If you
haven't already, buy everything Sarah Bird has ever written.”

The book by Sarah Bird has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 51 people have provided feedback.
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